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 The latest version of UltraISO can extract data from a CD/DVD image file with GZip/BZip2/Zip/7zip compression format.
You can save your disk image and compress it with any compression format you like, and also you can add any file into the disk
image, it's very convenient to use. Support Windows, Linux, FreeBSD, Mac OS X. hi, I want to install ubuntu 12.10 but I cant
find it in the store.Can I download this version and install on my laptop ljsoftnet: try running hdparm -Tt /dev/sdX, where X is
the disk name hey i noticed when i downloaded ubuntu 12.10 and it came up with "not authorized" - i downloaded it with "". is

there a newer way to download ubuntu Reverend_Ruff: why would you? Reverend_Ruff: what? if you do find it, ask for a
direct download, and use the torrents Rezzie, That is the link for the download. the torrents is even faster i'm just using the

torrent - i thought it would be faster it's all good though - i got it :) Reverend_Ruff: you've downloaded it so I assume you've
done the checks you want yup so what's the major differences between ubuntu and ubuntu studio i've used linux for like 5 years,
but i've never used ubuntu or ubuntu studio Hey, I'm running kubuntu 12.04 and the system is unstable. Updating and upgrading

has introduced all sorts of problems that aren't really present in 12.10. I'm trying to figure out why it's unstable and possibly
what might be broken. For example, the clock can disappear (but not be absent) and the keyboard shortcuts 82157476af
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